More visitors than ever will be attending the International Dental Show (IDS) in Germany, representatives of the organiser Koelnmesse and the Association of German Dental Manufacturers announced at a press conference last December in Bergisch Gladbach near Cologne. They said that over 125,000 professionals are expected at the world’s largest dental showcase, which will be held again in a month’s time, to learn about the latest developments and trends in dentistry.

With registrations in early December already surpassing those from the 2013 show, a record number of dental companies have already registered for the five-day event. Owing to the increase, the show will occupy an additional hall at the Koelnmesse fairground, extending the overall exhibition space to 150,000 m² for the first time.

According to Koelnmesse Chief Operating Officer Katharina C. Hamma, almost every fourth company exhibiting at IDS is from outside Germany.

“The high level of internationality and the wide range of exhibits are unique worldwide. This is why the International Dental Show is a must-attend event for anyone who is involved in the dental business,” she said.

Chairman of the Association of German Dental Manufacturers Dr Martin Rickert said that, while the show will cover the entire spectrum of dental products, a special focus will be on the ongoing digitalisation in dentistry and linking of different systems for better diagnosis and treatment. The latest developments, including new and improved filling materials in conventional fields like restorative dentistry, will be on display as well. As a first, IDS 2015 will have Career Day, which is intended to serve as a meeting platform for the industry and young dentists.

Professional visitors will also have the opportunity to experience the use of new technologies as part of the novel Know-how Tours, which are being organised in collaboration with two well-known dental practices in Cologne. Proven features, like the Speakers’ Corner lecture forum and Dealers’ Day on the first day of the show, will be continued.

Held every two years in the Rhine city, IDS is one of Germany’s oldest trade shows and is organised by the dental industry in Germany. In recent years, it has developed into one of the most important global exhibitions for dental products and services, attracting professionals from over 140 countries. Most companies choose to premiere their newest product developments here.

More than 125,000 expected for bi-annual event in Cologne
Know-how Tours: IDS takes visitors to Cologne’s top dental offices

The next International Dental Show (IDS) will be held in Cologne from 10 to 14 March 2015. In addition to Career Day, the organisers have a new exciting excursion in store for visitors: the IDS Know-how Tours. The tours offer exclusive visits to two of the most prestigious dental practices in Cologne and are aimed at interested dentists who would like to network and share their expertise on the latest and most advanced dental techniques with their colleagues.

On 10, 11 and 12 March, after the closure of the dental fair, interested participants can choose between a visit to the practice of Dr Ali Teymourtash in Cologne’s PAN Clinic or the premises of Dr Cyrus Alamouti and Dr Andre Melchior, who have recently moved into their new practice, Alamouti & Melchior, in Cologne’s MediaPark.

The dental office led by Teymourtash, is located in Cologne’s city centre on the PAN Clinic’s premises. He will open his doors to the groups in this guided tour entitled “Dentistry—Made in Germany”, and provide an interesting insight into his Cologne dental office where they focus particularly on implantology, periodontics, cosmetic dentistry, paediatric dentistry and endodontic techniques. The importance and use of CT, 3D techniques and the subject of patient handling in daily practice will also be addressed. Other topics include interdisciplinary collaboration, anaesthesia, ENT, neurology, physiotherapy and orthopedics.

Under the motto “Dentistry 3.0”, Alamouti and Melchior will give a guided tour through their architecturally and functionally impressive rooms with their state-of-the-art equipment at the MediaPark. Industry peers can expect a trendsetting mix of different disciplines and types of treatments under one roof. These include new treatment concepts, microscope use and DVT and laser techniques. Additional topics that will be covered are interdisciplinary collaboration, laboratory use, sleep medicines and orthopaedics.

Transfers to both practices, including a brief sightseeing tour of the city, will start directly from the show centre. A day room has been newly equipped at the premises of Dr Teymourtash. This is the perfect place to meet the office staff and to have an informal discussion.

IDT organisers introduce Career Day

More than 2,200 companies from about 58 countries are expected to attend the International Dental Show (IDS) in Cologne from 10 to 14 March 2015. To enable companies to address pupils, trainees, students and other persons interested in a career in the dental profession directly, the IDS organisers are introducing Career Day.

To bring new dental talent into the profession, the Association of German Dental Trades and Services and Koelnmesse are arranging Career Day at IDS for the first time. This initiative is aimed at accelerating communication and information exchange between the companies exhibiting at IDS and newcomers to the profession or persons interested in a career in the dental industry. Career Day will take place on Saturday, 14 March, at the Speaker’s Corner in Hall 3.1.

Career Day offers university graduates, trainees in the fields of dentistry and dental technology, as well as pupils and school leavers wanting to find out about training and career opportunities in the dental industry, an overview of the various spheres of activity of the participating companies. In addition, it offers fully trained persons or career changers information about further training options and career opportunities in the industry.

According to the organisers, Career Day presents IDS exhibitors with the perfect opportunity to make presentations about professional training, continuing professional development and career opportunities. Booth presentations to introduce a company can be booked at the Career Day stage in Hall 3.1. In addition, the Recruitment Lounge connected to the presentation area offers facilities for individual meetings and presentations in discreetly partitioned areas.

Career Day will also be featured on the IDS website. Interested parties can easily arrange meetings with candidates and those using the online scheduling facility. However, spontaneous meetings are also possible. All exhibitors involved in the initiative will be mentioned on the IDS homepage and in a specially printed flyer.

DTI keeps IDS visitors up to date with daily e-newsletters

In collaboration with German publisher OEMUS MEDIA, Dental Tribune International (DTI) will be publishing a new edition of the daily trade show newspaper during the International Dental Show (IDS) this year in Cologne. In addition to the print edition, DTI will be providing the latest news from the event online to subscribers worldwide through its online newsletter on a daily basis.

Today is the official IDS trade show newspaper and has become the ultimate business guide for visitors to and exhibitors at the world’s leading dental exhibition. From 10 to 14 March, a dedicated on-site editorial team will work closely with members of the IDS and Koelnmesse to cover press conferences, lectures, presentations and contests during IDS.

In addition, exclusive interviews, industry reports and image galleries will be published in the newspaper and online at www.dental-tribune.com.

Subscribers to the today e-newsletter will receive current exhibition highlights and news every day. Furthermore, an e-paper version of the respective daily issue will be available through the newsletter.

DTI is the official IDS trade show newspaper and has become the ultimate business guide for visitors to and exhibitors at the world’s leading dental exhibition. From 10 to 14 March, a dedicated on-site editorial team will work closely with members of the IDS and Koelnmesse to cover press conferences, lectures, presentations and contests during IDS.

In addition, exclusive interviews, industry reports and image galleries will be published in the newspaper and online at www.dental-tribune.com.
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Orthodontics to be central topic at IDS 2015

Digital technologies have become increasingly important in the number of dental disciplines. In particular, orthodontics has been given new impetus through digital processes. Thus, the 2015 International Dental Show (IDS) will be giving special attention to the technical and digital innovations in the field, including the manufacture of and treatment with digitally produced orthodontic devices.

Braces are the most common orthodontic treatment. They are usually placed owing to medical indications, aiming to facilitate proper masticatory function, for example. However, there are also an increasing number of aesthetically motivated treatments today involving lingual orthodontic braces or aligners, which are less visible and now widely digitally manufactured. In this area in particular, digital processes provide many benefits. For instance, intra-oral scanners and specialised software can help capture the position of the teeth and create a digital representation of the treatment goal. Digital technologies also help match lingual braces to the progression of the individual patient’s lingual tooth geometry, and braces can be applied to the teeth properly and positioned correctly using CAM-produced trays, in which the braces are positioned.

“Acceptance of orthodontic devices has increased not least because they have become more delicate and therefore less visible,” announced Dr Markus Heibach, Executive Director of the Association of German Dental Manufacturers, one of the organisers of IDS. “For trade visitors interested in orthodontics, IDS is therefore worth a trip.”

Here you can extensively exchange ideas with specialists from exhibiting companies, as well as with experienced users, about current procedures and the latest developments in orthodontics,” he said.

Digital technology determines daily routine in modern dental practice

Digital dental procedures are increasingly becoming an essential part of the daily routine in the modern dental practice. They render patient management and treatment planning processes more economical and increase time efficiency. At the upcomingsing International Dental Show (IDS), digital technologies will thus form a core subject, with many exhibitors presenting their latest product solutions in the field.

At IDS 2015, the digital technology offerings available for dental practices will form a focal point for all visitors in the fields of dentistry and dental technology. The product ranges to be exhibited contribute to simplifying workflows and, as a result, to reducing treatment times. They create synergies with the digital range for dental laboratories, yielding positive implications for practice management and therapeutic procedures. That is why the state of the art in digital technology for dental practices will be a major topic at IDS 2015, said Dr Martin Ruckert, Chairman of the Association of German Dental Manufacturers.

“Digital technology will form a focal point for all visitors in the fields of dentistry and dental technology. The product ranges to be exhibited contribute to simplifying workflows and, as a result, to reducing treatment times. They create synergies with the digital range for dental laboratories, yielding positive implications for practice management and therapeutic procedures. That is why the state of the art in digital technology for dental practices will be a major topic at IDS 2015, said Dr Martin Ruckert, Chairman of the Association of German Dental Manufacturers.”

Products presented will include software for efficient patient management and integrated treatment planning, as well as digital imaging devices, including CBCT and CT, which have been used alongside conventional radiographic techniques in recent years.

IDS 2015 will also give special attention to digital scanners, which offer a wide range of advantages for patient-specific restorations and implant planning. In particular, intra-oral scanners will be in the spotlight, as they have contributed significantly to making prosthetic treatment workflows simplifier and more precise.

Overall, both patients and dentists benefit from the use of digital technologies. They help shorten treatment time and reduce the number of work stages, and enable the dentist to immediately examine and explain preparations on screen. Furthermore, the data gained through digital procedures can be quickly processed in the dental practice and sent to dental laboratories.

The 36th IDS will take place from 10 to 14 March 2015 in Cologne. According to the latest figures provided by IDS organiser Koelnmesse, 2,200 exhibitors from 54 countries have already confirmed their participation.

Prosthetics and implantology to be core subjects at IDS 2015

Successful prosthetic or implant therapy measures require intensive collaboration between dentists and dental technicians. At the International Dental Show (IDS), which will be held in Cologne from 10 to 14 March 2015, visitors to the biennial event will have the opportunity to see the latest innovations in dental prosthetics and implantology exhibited by manufacturers from around the globe.

Teamwork between dentists and dental technicians is becoming increasingly important, especially with regard to backward planning, in which individual implant prostheses are planned backwards from the desired treatment result. In light of the diversity of new developments in methodology and material science, dental technicians in particular are central to the realisation of complex treatments, assisting the dentist and the patient in the selection and manufacture of prosthetic and implantological structures and materials.

The collaboration between dental practices and laboratories is supported by a number of new developments from the dental industry. For instance, modern CAD/CAM software and its increasing networking with digital procedures has enormously increased precision and allows for early involvement of the patient in the planning of his or her dental prosthesis, resulting in a prosthesis that corresponds with the expectations and financial means of the patient.

With regard to innovative materials for alternative manufacturing methods, build-up processes, such as selective laser melting of powder metallurgical materials and sintering of cobalt-chromium alloys, are increasingly gaining importance, in addition to milling processes with ceramic or precious metal materials.

“The IDS makes an important contribution to successful dialogue between dentists and dental technicians. At the same time, this leading trade fair offers the dental industry an incomparable showcase and discussion forum for those innovations that drive the collaboration between the laboratory and dental practice forwards,” said Dr Markus Heibach, Executive Director of the Association of German Dental Manufacturers (VDDI).

At the show, more than 2,000 exhibitors will be showcasing their latest products in the field over 150,000 m². Alongside the exhibition, dental professionals will have the opportunity to attend numerous lectures and presentations.
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Another record outcome for IDS

An interview with Koelnmesse Chief Operating Officer Katharina C. Hamma

With registrations in early January already surpassing those for the 2013 show, a record number of dental companies will be at the next edition of the International Dental Show (IDS). Over 125,000 dental professionals are also expected at the world’s largest dental showcase, which will be held in Cologne in Germany in about a month’s time. Today international had the opportunity to speak with Chief Operating Officer Katharina C. Hamma about the challenges that come with organising such a large event and what new offerings visitors can look forward to this year.

Today international: According to the latest figures released by the Association of German Dental Manufacturers, the domestic market for dental products and services has exhibited very strong development over the last two years. Would you consider this to be the main reason for the ongoing growth of IDS?

Katharina C. Hamma: The prospects for the International Dental Show 2015 are excellent once again and in March, Cologne will become the global meeting point for the international dental industry. We are expecting more than 2,150 companies from 56 countries at the world’s biggest trade fair for dentistry and dental technology, a new exhibitor record for IDS.

Of course, the strong German domestic market, all sectors of which are traditionally completely covered at IDS, makes a large contribution towards the success of the industry’s leading trade fair. Thus, the current growth recorded by the International Dental Show is attributable to the participations from abroad. In 2015, the share of international exhibitors is 70 per cent, which means a significant increase has been achieved compared to the previous event.

Which countries do they come from?

The international scope and the breadth and depth of products and services on offer at IDS are unique on a worldwide scale. This is underlined by the ongoing success story of IDS, to which a new chapter is added every two years.

At this point it looks like more foreign companies than ever will be attending the show. Here in Cologne, they can reach customers from all over the globe, while visitors can learn about the latest innovations from dental manufacturers from Europe, North and South America, the Middle East and East Asia. After Germany, the countries with the largest share of exhibitors are the US, South Korea, China, France, Switzerland, Taiwan, Turkey, Israel and the UK. Overall, there will be 16 joint booths at IDS, which are being organised in collaboration with public or private export promotion organisations and associations.

With regard to visitors, approximately 50 per cent came from outside Germany in 2013. Overall, we saw people attending from 149 countries. In addition to large contingents from the key markets in Europe (France, Italy and the UK), our growth was driven by increasing participation by dental professionals from Eastern Europe, particularly from the Balkans. Attendance by those from North and South America also increased significantly. Most new visitors are mainly from the Middle East and East Asia, however.

Connecting existing technologies will be a main focus at IDS. What challenges does this development pose in terms of infrastructure and logistics?

That is right. Every two years, the IDS is a technical and logistic challenge, which we always master with exceptional success together with the GFDI, thanks to our experience and capabilities. Numerous exhibitors carry out elaborate live demonstrations at their stands or present state-of-the-art devices and equipment.

Correspondingly, the technical equipment available in the exhibition halls of IDS has to be both flexible and compatible. In addition to the stand construction, we provide our exhibitors with a sophisticated, technical infrastructure, such as for example PC systems, audiovisual media, the appropriate electronics or lighting and sound technology that is adapted to their requirements. An elaborate exhibition stand also involves the companies carrying out correspondingly intensive construction activities. Here, apart from supplying the necessary technical equipment, we provide our customers with the additional support of the trained and flexible service staff of our service provider.

What other fields of dentistry will be prominent at IDS?

Once again, the whole spectrum of the dental industry, including all leading providers, will be represented. This ranges from products and services for dental practices to laboratory equipment, infection control, maintenance and services.
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The overall concept of IDS will remain unchanged with Dealers’ Day on Tuesday, 10 March, and the Speakers’ Corner in Hall 4.1. The Generation Lounge for students and young dentists is also back and is being organised by the Federal Association of Dental Alumni in Germany (Bundesverband der zahnmedizinischen Alumni in Deutschland). New to IDS are Career Day and the Know-how Tours. These are supplemented by the professional offering from the German Dental Association and the Association of German Dental Technicians’ Guilds (Verband Deutscher Zahn techniker-Innungen).

With Career Day, you are seeking to appeal to young dentists. Is this age group becoming increasingly important?

IDS is a meeting point for dentists and dental technicians, as well as representatives of the industry, and research and development. As a result, this age group is becoming increasingly important?

IDS is a meeting point for dentists and dental technicians, as well as representatives of the industry, and research and development. As a result, this age group is becoming increasingly important?

Lounge for students and young dentists, as well as representatives of the industry, and research and development. As a result, this age group is becoming increasingly important?

We have professionals of all ages visiting the show. By professionals coming together and sharing experiences, young dentists may benefit from the knowledge of the older generation. Just like in other industries, it is the new generation that is going to shape the future of our field. In this manner, we are supporting them in their professional development.

For the first time, IDS will also be offering the Know-how Tours. Who is the target audience for this?

This novelty at IDS 2015 is intended to allow visitors, particularly those from outside Europe, to visit two representative dental practices in Cologne on three nights during the show. There, they will have the opportunity to exchange knowledge with fellow colleagues and experience innovations and technologies standard in German dentistry for use in their own practice.

In the future, IDS will also be offering the Know-how Tours. Who is the target audience for this?

This novelty at IDS 2015 is intended to allow visitors, particularly those from outside Europe, to visit two representative dental practices in Cologne on three nights during the show. There, they will have the opportunity to exchange knowledge with fellow colleagues and experience innovations and technologies standard in German dentistry for use in their own practice.

Cologne also boasts a very large commuting area within the Rhine-Ruhr zone. Public transport connections are excellent, so visitors who have booked a hotel outside of Cologne can still reach the fairground within a reasonable period. This way, one has more flexibility with regard to pricing.

Those who would prefer to stay in Cologne should plan ahead to ensure that they can secure their accommodation of choice.

How does the growth of IDS compare to that of other Koelnmesse events?

It is fair to say that Koelnmesse is the number one trade show location for many industries. It also remains one of the largest organizers of trade shows worldwide. A clear advantage in our modern venue, which is located right in the heart of the Rhine-Ruhr economic zone. It is also only a stone’s throw from the Cologne city centre and, therefore, can be reached by public transport in a short period.

Overall, we organise over 80 exhibitions, conferences and guest events for different industries. Twenty-five of these events are among the largest trade shows in the world and, therefore, their scope is highly international. These are shows for interior design, food, and interactive games and entertainment, for example.

A leading trade show for the dental industry, IDS is an important cornerstone of our growing exhibition portfolio. It is also a consistent growth engine, which means that Koelnmesse is able to achieve growth in all of its events and to generate positive economic effects for the whole region.

Thank you very much for this interview.
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Why exhibit at SCANDEFA?

SCANDEFA is a leading professional branding and sales platform for the dental industry.

In 2015, the fair presents a new format with two fair days, a new price structure that is more flexible, and, in particular, a new programme at the Annual Meeting. In addition to sales, branding and customer care, the new format gives you the opportunity for networking, staff care, professional inspiration and competence development.

SCANDEFA is organised by Bella Center and held in collaboration with the Annual Meeting organised by the Danish Dental Association tandlaegeforeningen.dk.

Who visits SCANDEFA?

In 2014, over 10,000 dentists, dental hygienists, dental assistants and dental technicians visited SCANDEFA. More than 50% of the visitors were looking to meet new suppliers, more than 60% were seeking new products and professional inspiration, and more than 60% intended to buy products/solutions.

How to exhibit

Please book online at scandefa.dk or contact Sales & Project Manager Ms. Clement Rosenenga-recepcjon@scandefa.dk / +45 30 47 21 33.

Where to stay during SCANDEFA?

Two busy fair days require a lot of energy, and therefore a good night’s sleep and a delicious breakfast are a must. We offer all of our exhibitors a special price for both our hotels, Bella Sky Copenhagen – Scandinavia’s largest design hotel – and Crowne Plaza – one of the leading sustainable hotels in Denmark. We also offer free and easy shuttle service transport between the airport, the two hotels and Bella Center.

sandef.dk

Dental practice costs in Germany keep increasing

The costs for dentists establishing their own practice in Germany have increased significantly according to a report published by the Institute of German Dentists, a joint institution of the German Dental Association and the National Association of Statutory Health Insurance Dentists. The report shows that the costs for opening a private dental practice totalled approximately €427,000 in 2013–5 per cent more than in the previous year. An expert has called for policy to be amended.

According to the report, taking over of an existing practice was the most common form of dental business startup in 2013. Sixty-eight per cent of dentists chose this path to independence over establishing their own practice. The costs involved in taking over amounted to approximately €300,000, roughly the same as in 2012.

For medical care to continue at the current high level and to be comprehensive and offered close to the patient’s residence, we need enough dentists who take pleasure in their profession and practise it with commitment and are willing to take the risk of self-employment,” asserted Dr Wolfgang Eßer, head of the National Association of Statutory Health Insurance Dentists. “In this respect, our society has to be asked whether young dentists can be motivated to take such a step under the existing conditions in the foreseeable future.”

For Eßer, politics contribute to the uncertain future of young professionals in the country. According to him, there is no planning security owing to frequent government intervention. In addition, excessive administrative burdens take up time necessary for treatment. Furthermore, practices are placed under significant pressure caused by increasing competition and the economisation of health care.

“Contract dentists are better able to organise and develop dental care independently. We therefore demand a clear statement of policy on the principle of self-administration of our profession and of self-employment: This is one of our central concerns,” said Eßer. © SMA Studio Shutterstock.com
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Tooth-whitening update: The crux of the matter

By Prof. Martin Jörgens, Germany

Adding to the already very strict laws and restrictions in the area of dental hygiene, on top of the constantly growing demands placed on dental practices, is yet another European Union directive relevant to the daily work routine in dental practices. The 2011/84/EU directive, which became effective on 1 November 2012, is intended to regulate the execution of tooth-whitening treatments. The primary aims of the directive are to protect patients from undesirable side-effects and to prevent non-dental professionals from performing tooth-whitening treatments.

The impact on the entire area of tooth whitening is manifold and far-reaching. The crux of the matter is the new 6.0 % limit of hydrogen peroxide in tooth-whitening products. Even the sale of products containing more than 0.1 % and up to 6.0 % hydrogen peroxide is restricted to dentists, who are only permitted to administer these products to patients after advising patients in detail about the product and its usage. The directive will also put an end to the online sale of tooth-whitening products, which has generally been associated with adverse side-effects.

The new regulation has been interpreted differently in each European country. Some countries, such as the Netherlands and the UK, regard it as the maximum upper limit and restrict the use of tooth-whitening gels with a higher concentration of hydrogen peroxide. In these countries, even registered self-employed dental hygienists are not permitted to perform tooth-whitening procedures without the supervision of a dentist an impractical state of affairs. This is also due to the new directive, which requires that a dental examination be conducted before commencing tooth whitening.

Advantages

Owing to these extreme interpretations of the directive, certain leading tooth-whitening products are no longer available or have been taken off the market in these countries. Germany has taken a much more pragmatic and practice-oriented approach. In general, tooth whitening is performed by dental professionals, but can be conducted under the supervision of a dentist. Even before the directive, the Supreme Court had restricted cosmetic whitening treatments performed by non-dental professionals to a maximum hydrogen peroxide concentration of 6.0 %. The new EU directive is very much to the advantage of the dentist, as it no longer allows non-dental professionals to perform cosmetic whitening procedures. It also establishes legal certainty that dentists can still use products with a hydrogen peroxide concentration higher than 6.0 % for medical whitening in order to treat discoloration due to tetracycline, trauma, or the use of medication or prolonged use of disclosing substances, genetically determined extensive discoloration, or highly discoloured teeth with desmineralised roots, among others.

These treatments are therefore classified as medical indications and do not lie in the area of cosmetic indications.

Expertise

In my opinion, high-quality whitening procedures should only be performed by dentists or highly qualified dental nurses, hygienists or therapists. The incidence of side-effects, especially with products that contain a high concentration of hydrogen peroxide, is simply too high. In addition, the risk of gingival and hypersensitivity can only be avoided with substantial knowledge of the products and expertise in their use.

Revolutionary

The implementation of the new directive requires substantial changes in dental practices, but also offers benefits in everyday tooth whitening procedures by preserving tooth structure and rendering treatment more pleasant for the patient through new technologies. Long before the new directive came into effect, a number of forward-looking companies were already seeking not just a simple tooth whitening alternative but a revolutionary new technology with novel treatment benefits.

The new PrevDent GWR tooth whitening system, for example, illustrates this new development clearly. For many years, PrevDent had distributed the BrightSmile in-office whitening system in many European countries, but this product falls outside of the hydrogen peroxide limit set by the new EU directive in some of those countries. After intensive research and a paradigm shift, PrevDent’s development engineers developed an ideal combination based on the current development in the field of surface protection with nanotechnology. The result is a combination of a 6.0 % low-level hydrogen peroxide gel and nano-hydroxyapatite (nHAp). The potential of this interesting and pioneering invention can only be grasped after an in-depth analysis of current studies on the topic of nanotechnology.

Ground-breaking

Current research in all areas of application of nHAp has provided ground-breaking results regarding the protection and long-term preservation of the tooth enamel. Mineralisation of the enamel surface, detected with an electron microscope, has been observed, as well as protective and antimicrobial effects on the tooth surface that appear to protect against caries and periodontitis. Comparative studies at the University of Pisa have shown that nHAp has a similar antibacterial effect to chlorhexidine, which is considered the gold standard in the field of periodontology. Nano-hydroxyapatite technology has also found its way into the field of filling materials. Researchers at the University of Maryland have already been using filling materials with nHAp for some time and the preliminary results are promising.

There are numerous successful applications of nHAp, including the following:

1. protection against caries by preventing Streptococcus mutans adhering to the tooth surface;
2. use in traumatous restorative treatment as non-invasive caries therapy in countries with insufficient dental health care infrastructure;
3. addition of nHAp to composite materials for longer durability of fillings;
4. remineralisation of early carious lesions;
5. remineralisation of erosive enamel lesions;
6. regeneration and repair of enamel structures;
7. sealing of dental tubules and formation of a protective dentine layer;
8. formation of a protective coating against acid and subsequent reduction in hypersensitivity.

Prevention

In the field of tooth whitening, the newest application concerns the prevention of hypersensitivity. The University of Indianapolis has been very active in this area of research. Browning et al. have demonstrated that the use of nHAp reduces hypersensitivity substantially during whitening. Moreover, Dessecker et al.—also from Indianapolis—have demonstrated a reduction in surface roughness when nHAp was used, as well as simultaneous sealing of the surfaces. These findings correspond with that of Kawamata et al., who established that the application of nHAp after whitening resulted in the restoration of the enamel structure. Additionally, Takikawa et al., already early on, indicated the positive effects of the use of an nHAp-containing conditioner that is applied after tooth whitening. To date, patients with hypersensitive teeth, who had to be pretreated with amorphous calcium phosphate, fluoride or other desensitisers, with simultaneous use of analogics in order to avoid severe side-effects, have been the greatest challenge for us. Owing to the nano-technology, we no longer need to be concerned about these side-effects and can perform whitening without any specific pretreatments.
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No side-effects

Once nHAp comes into contact with the tooth surface, the nano-components seal the sensitive structure effectively and the whitening procedure can be performed without any side-effects. No hypersensitivity occurs during or after the tooth whitening. The tooth-whitening cycles are shorter: instead of three cycles of 20 minutes each, six cycles of 10 minutes each are recommended. This is also due to the low hydrogen peroxide concentration and has proven to be very successful. Owing to the more frequent and shorter cycles, freshly activated low-level hydrogen peroxide is applied to the surfaces. Furthermore, PrevDent responded quickly in the development of post-treatment products and introduced a toothpaste that contains nHAp. Studies at the University of Pisa have already demonstrated the toothpaste’s desensitising effect. In addition, brushing one’s teeth with the PrevDent nHAp toothpaste alone has a rewhitening effect, as the continually remineralised surface reflects light better.

Bio-whitening

In addition to the positive effects of the use of nHAp described above, it has to be stated that the tooth-whitening effect of the PrevDent CrWR system is very good, even though the teeth do not appear to be quite as white directly after treatment. They have the same colour one would normally expect a day after conventional whitening with a higher-concentration gel. This is mainly because the teeth are not as heavily dehydrated. One day after whitening, however, the colour of the teeth is identical to that of teeth whitened conventionally, but without the painful side-effects. In the truest sense of the word, the procedure can be described as a bio-whitening.

The new technology extends the range of indications of tooth-whitening treatment. Furthermore, patients with highly discoloured teeth and fear of the side-effects can be treated earlier. Frequent whitening can be performed in shorter intervals completely free of side-effects. In my opinion, there are no longer any contra-indications to whitening treatments owing to the introduction of nHAp. In the future, treatment with nHAp is likely therefore to increase exponentially.

No more hypersensitivity

While further research is necessary, it has been determined that whitening with nHAp improves and seals the tooth structure and has made once-dreaded hypersensitivity a thing of the past. It remains to be seen how the market will react in the near future. Must certainly, more tooth-whitening products will be developed. Many manufacturers will seek to introduce similar nHAp-containing products to the market. In any event, this is a result of the new EU directive. It has given new impetus to the whitening market.

Editorial note: This is a translated version of the article titled “Aktuelles Bleaching-Update nach der EU-Richtlinie 2011/84/EU—Die Zukunft gehört dem Nanohydroxyapatite (nHAp)”, which was published in the 02/2013 issue of the German edition of the cosmetic dentistry magazine.

No more hypersensitivity

While further research is necessary, it has been determined that whitening with nHAp improves and seals the tooth structure and has made once-dreaded hypersensitivity a thing of the past. It remains to be seen how the market will react in the near future. Must certainly, more tooth-whitening products will be developed. Many manufacturers will seek to introduce similar nHAp-containing products to the market. In any event, this is a result of the new EU directive. It has given new impetus to the whitening market.

Editorial note: This is a translated version of the article titled “Aktuelles Bleaching-Update nach der EU-Richtlinie 2011/84/EU—Die Zukunft gehört dem Nanohydroxyapatite (nHAp)”, which was published in the 02/2013 issue of the German edition of the cosmetic dentistry magazine.
Dental implant competitors shake things up

By Kristina Vidug, USA

In 2013, the global dental implant market—composed of the sale of dental implant fixtures, final abutments and other devices—was valued at over US$1.7 billion. The European market, valued at nearly one-third of the global market at close to US$0.2 billion, contracted through 2014, as uncertain economic conditions continued to reduce procedure volumes and as more low-cost competitors entered the market, driving down prices.

These factors hampered the expected economic recovery and resumption of growth projected for 2013. As a result, the dental implant market will continue its decline before stabilizing in 2015. Only then will the European market slowly begin to recover. Factors such as low gross domestic product growth and high unemployment continue to render dental implant procedures—which are primarily paid out of pocket by patients—cost prohibitive, while alternatives, such as bridges and dentures, that are perceived as more affordable will represent attractive options.

Dental implants were invented in Sweden; as a result, it is not surprising that a great number of premium manufacturers are based in Continental Europe. In the past, premium manufacturers, such as Straumann and DENTSPLY implants, were able to rely on their longstanding reputations in the market and the high quality of their products to command higher prices than did some of their competitors.

More recently, however, some of the premium competitors have employed strategies to appeal to increasingly cost-conscious consumers. For instance, Straumann has reduced the price of its titanium implants by 15 per cent in Austria, Germany and Switzerland. While the price change only came into effect in the first quarter of this year, the strategy appears to have been effective because the company reported a 6 per cent rise in first-quarter revenue compared with a 4 per cent decrease in the same period last year.

The price reduction has come at a perfect time, while economic conditions begin to slowly improve, consumers are still extremely price sensitive. These price cuts therefore allow dental professionals to offer premium implant products to their patients at a reduced rate.

Straumann’s price reduction is not its only foray into the value market. In the first quarter of this year, the company purchased US$30 million worth of bonds from low-cost South Korean dental implant manufacturer MegaGen. The investment, which will be converted to shares in 2016, will help bolster Straumann’s revenue and allow it to participate in both the premium and value segments, thus appealing to a wide range of practitioners and patients alike.

Straumann is not the only company shaking things up in the world of dental implants. Zimmer Dental recently announced its acquisition of rival Biomet. While both companies are better known for their orthopaedic products, they are fairly significant competitors in the dental industry as well. Lay-offs are not uncommon when companies merge, especially when the companies in question offer the same types of products. This can have a negative impact on sales in the short term, as the newly conjointed companies’ sale force decreases, leading clients to switch to other competitors.

However, this will not be the case with the Zimmer-Biomet merger, at least not in the short term, as the sales teams from both companies are expected to be retained through the merger. The cost of retaining both sales teams has been estimated at US$400 million. While the effect of this acquisition on the market remains to be seen, the fact that the sales force will not be decreasing bodes well for the newly merged companies, likely resulting in an increased market share in the dental implant segment.

There is discussion of merger and acquisition activity among other companies in the segment too, with Nobel Biocare reportedly in talks to sell to private equity firms and strategic buyers. While these talks are still in the very early stages, what is certain is that there has been a great deal of activity in the competitive landscape in the past several years.

This, combined with the aforementioned economic factors, is turning this once stable and mature market into a dynamic, action-filled space. With the dental implant market set to rebound in Europe and with revenues expanding in other countries—particularly in the rapidly developing BRIC and Middle Eastern markets—the global industry is poised for even further change, and the competitive landscape could look entirely different a few years from now.

Editorial note: A list of references is available from the publisher.
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Cone Beam Computed Tomography: Is dentistry ready for a new standard of care?

Dr Lee M. Whitesides, USA

Since its commercial introduction into dentistry in 2001, cone beam computed tomography (CBCT) has been rapidly evolving into a new standard of care in maxillofacial imaging. In just over a decade, CBCT has exploded onto the dental landscape and permitted dental professionals a degree of three-dimensional (3D) anatomic truth in maxillofacial imaging previously unavailable and unattainable. Unlike many other new technologies, which have progressed from the extraordinary to the ordinary, CBCT has advanced from exceptional use to almost common place in dentistry as cost decreases, access to the technology increases, and potential adverse patient interaction (i.e. radiation exposure) is mitigated. Today, CBCT is seen by many in dentistry as the standard operating procedure for many dental implant, orthognathic, orthodontic, or endodontic cases.

The advancement of CBCT in dentistry has caught the attention of manufacturers of radiological equipment. In 2001, only one company sold a CBCT system. In 2014 there are at least 20 companies selling CBCT machines and technology. Henry Schein, a leading distributor of dental equipment, has seen CBCT sales expand from 3% of their digital imaging sales to almost 50% of digital imaging sales in the last five years.

CBCT has also been recognized by general dentists and specialists as a means by which they can separate, identify, and distinguish their practices as being on the vanguard of technology in patient care. Today’s patients expect their dentist and physicians to be contemporary with technology and services. CBCT provides the doctor with a technology, which not only has significant advantages in treating patients but also has a noteworthy “view” factors the 3-D images are seen on a large screen in “realtime” for the doctor and patient to view.

CBCT, like plain film radiographic studies, may be considered a revenue generator for a practice. The more a CBCT machine is utilized, the more revenue it will generate. Additionally, the owner may allow others in the profession to utilize the machine for a fee, thereby reducing his overall cost of operation.

Standard of care is a legal not a medical or dental concept. Standards of care are constantly evolving as methods and techniques in patient care improve. An appropriate definition for standard of care may include such language as: the dentist is under duty to use that degree of skill and care which is expected of a reasonably competent and prudent dentist under the same or similar circumstances. Standards of care may be local, regional or national.

Standard of care influences

The influence of an emerging technology, like CBCT, into a new standard of care involves many criteria. These criteria include but are not limited to: court verdicts, expert testimony, literature support, professional guidelines, cost and availability of the technology, reimbursement by third party payers, and multi-specialty use and recognition. Taken individually, these criteria do not constitute a mandate for any technology as a standard of care. Nor are these the only criteria one may use in determining standards of care. Taken together, these criteria provide strong evidence that CBCT technology has sufficiently evolved to be considered the standard of care in maxillofacial imaging in selected cases to assist the dentist in treatment for patients in need of dental implants, orthognathic surgery, manipulation of difficult impacted teeth, orthodontics, endodontics, and many other facets of dentistry.

The legal perspective

The legal system in the United States is complex and fragmented. No database exists to search verdicts in medical malpractice cases in which CBCT has been played an important or pivotal role. For a new technology to become admissible as a standard of care in court, it must pass the Frye test. This standard comes from Frye v. United States which is a 1923 in a case discussing the admissibility of a polygraph test as evidence. The Frye standard maintains that scientific evidence presented to the court must be interpreted by the court as “generally accepted” and expert testimony must be based on scientific methods that are sufficiently established and accepted.

In Frye, the court opined: “Just as a scientific principle or discovery crosses the line between the experimental and demonstrable stages is difficult to define. Somewhere in this twilight zone the evidential force of the principle must be recognized, and while the courts will go a long way in admitting experimental testimony derived from a well-recognized scientific principle or discovery, the thing from which the deduction is made must be sufficiently established to have gained general acceptance in the particular field in which it belongs.”

In many jurisdictions and in Federal court, the Frye standard is superseded by the Daubert standard. The Daubert standard is used by a trial judge to make a preliminary assessment of whether an expert’s scientific testimony is based on reasoning or methodology that is scientifically valid and can properly be applied to the facts at issue. Under this standard, the factors that may be considered in determining whether the methodology in question is valid are:

- theory or technique in question can be and has been tested,
- there is a known or potential error rate,
- the existence of maintenance standards controlling its operation,
- widespread acceptance with a relevant scientific community.

The theory or technique behind medical grade computed tomography and CBCT has been tested and proven sound over many years of application in the medical and dental arena. The Hounsfeld unit is the widely recognized standard quantitative scale for describing radiodensity and provides doctors with a known standard and error rate in computed tomography. The widespread acceptance of CBCT by the medical and dental community is demonstrated by the ever increasing presence in dental and medical practices of the technology. Additionally, the Intersocietal Accreditation Commission, an accreditation organization for medical and dental imaging, has developed guidelines and accreditation criteria for 3-D CBCT imaging. Thus CBCT appears to have satisfied both the Frye and Daubert criteria for acceptance as a standard of care technology.

Not to discount the value of CBCT imaging or its ability to successfully satisfy the Frye or Daubert criteria, the absence of CBCT is not devoid of evidence of lack of a standard of care imaging. Many patients present to their dentist with uncomplicated cases where traditional two-dimensional radiographic studies are appropriate and provide the dentist with standard of care imaging of the patient. For the more complicated cases, 3-D imaging may be employed to provide the dentist with superior anatomic evidence.
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in treatment planning and diagnosis. Three-dimensional imaging with CBCT can also be used in uncomplicated cases, but it may not necessarily be considered as the standard of care for every case in 2014.

Expert Testimony

An expert is a person with sufficient minimal qualifications to render an opinion on the subject at hand. Not all experts are created equal, and in fact in three states (Indiana, South Dakota, and New Hampshire) an expert need only be qualified in a related field, to offer an opinion. Experts are used by the courts to educate the judge and jury as to what constitutes normal minimal acceptable care of a patient in a given environment.

Expert testimony is by definition the opinion of one practitioner. It is an opinion based on fact, evidence, experience, and knowledge which the expert believes to be relevant, valid, and upheld in the scientific community.

When reviewing a case for suspected malpractice the expert examines many things, including but not limited to: chart notes, radiographic studies, depositions, and professional correspondences. In the last five years, the author has noticed a remarkable increase in the number of cases in which plaintiffs and defense attorneys, as well as experts, rely on pre and/or post-procedure CBCT imaging studies to assist in proving malpractice or defending a good practice. Post-treatment radiographic imaging to prove malpractice or support good practice is not new to medicine. In fact the years preceding WWII, some of the highest malpractice claims were awarded in cases where post-treatment radiographs played a pivotal role.

Logic would dictate that if plaintiffs and defense counsels and experts are making CBCT part of their strategy, then CBCT must be not only prevalent and pertinent but of significant value in the formation of an opinion by an expert (and the jury) when reviewing a case. CBCT can be seen as an additional and important piece of information to help explain why the doctor did what he did or why an unfortunate outcome occurred. Additionally, CBCT provides powerful and easily understandable images for layperson jury.

Recognising the value that CBCT adds to a case does not necessarily indicate that CBCT is the standard of care in each and every case. The decision to obtain a CBCT study before the procedure is determined by the dentist based on his experience and knowledge of the case.

Literature Support

For any technology to be considered as a standard of care, a plethora of literature in support of the technology exists. In the literature must discuss the risk and benefits of the technology, its application to patient care, and guidelines and protocols for acceptable use.

To assess the influence of CBCT in the dental literature, the author performed a PubMed literature search in October for the words cone beam CT, cone beam CT + dental, cone beam CT + dental implants, cone beam CT + orthodontics, cone beam CT + oral surgery, cone beam CT + endodontics in the search line. The results are in Table 1.

Evaluation of Table 1 data clearly shows a significant presence in the literature of articles pertaining to the use of CBCT in the various disciplines in dentistry. The vast majority of literature discovered pertained to addressing the use of CBCT in treatment planning and diagnosis of patients in dental implantology, oral and maxillofacial surgery, orthodontics, and endodontics. Articles on new applications of CBCT technology to patient care were also prevalent in the same. Some articles addressed the need and benefits of CBCT but decried CBCT as harmful to the patient or insignificant in treatment planning and diagnosis. Two similar PubMed reviews of the literature on CBCT were performed by authors Alami et al, in the evaluations of CBCT in dental practice. A review of the literature, Gen Dent 2012, 60(5): 390–400 and De Vos et al (Cone-beam computerized tomography (CBCT) imaging of the oral and maxillofacial region: A systematic review of the literature, Int J Oral Maxillofac Surg 2009; 38: 609–625), both of these exhaustive articles demonstrate the plethora of literature addressing CBCT and its application in the many disciplines in dentistry.

Professional Guidelines

For a technology such as CBCT to become a standard of care in dentistry, guidelines for its use and application in patient care must be established by the organisational bodies of those disciplines in dentistry who employ the technology to treat patients. In dentistry, the dental practitioners most involved in the use and application of CBCT in patient care include general dentists, oral and maxillofacial surgeons, endodontists, oral and maxillofacial radiologists, orthodontists, and periodontists.

The American Dental Association has over 180,000 licensed dentists representing approximately 75 % of dentists in the USA. The American Dental Association published an advisory statement article in its principal journal, The Journal of the American Dental Association, in August 2012. The article discusses the many positive aspects of CBCT, but stops short of calling CBCT a new standard of care. Rather, the ADA encourages the dentist to use CBCT “selectively, as an adjunct to conventional radiography.” The ADA further encourages the value and presence of CBCT by including CBCT-related courses at its annual meetings and continuing education courses during the year.

The American Association of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery (AAOMS) has over 9,000 members representing approximately 95 % of oral and maxillofacial surgeons practicing in the US. Literature addressing the application of CBCT in oral and maxillofacial surgery has been around since 2007. The AAOMS has offered continuing education in the use and application of CBCT for a technology since 2011. The AAOMS has worked with the IAC to develop guidelines and accredited Radiologists (AAOMR) have released a formal position paper on CBCT. This paper makes many important points, such as limiting the field of vision to minimise radiation exposure and increase resolution, careful patient selection in CBCT, and the responsibility of the clinician to interpret the entire image. The position paper goes on to declare the “use of CBCT in endodontics should be limited to the assessment and treatment of complex conditions.”

The then lists nine of these “complex conditions”. In summation, the position paper recognises the value of CBCT as an adjunct to 2D images and “CBCT may provide dose savings over multiple traditional images in complex cases”.

Key words in search | Number of articles | Year article first appeared
--- | --- | ---
CBCT | 5,537 | 1998
CBCT + dental | 1,951 | 1998
CBCT + dental implant | 617 | 2002
CBCT + orthodontics | 725 | 2003
CBCT + oral surgery | 1,041 | 1998
CBCT + endodontics | 313 | 2007

CBCT for patient care include general dentists, orthodontists and maximilofacial deontrists. The American Association of Endodontists (AAE) and the American Association of Oral and Maxillofacial Radiologists (AAOMR) have released a formal position paper on CBCT. This paper makes many important points, such as limiting the field of vision to minimise radiation exposure and increase resolution, careful patient selection in CBCT, and the responsibility of the clinician to interpret the entire image. The position paper goes on to declare the “use of CBCT in endodontics should be limited to the assessment and treatment of complex conditions.”

The article then lists nine of these “complex conditions”. In summation, the position paper recognises the value of CBCT as an adjunct to 2D images and “CBCT may provide dose savings over multiple traditional images in complex cases”.

Literature pertaining to the use of CBCT in endodontics first appeared in the Journal of Endodontics in 2003. The American Association of Endodontists (AAE) and the American Association of Oral and Maxillofacial Radiologists (AAOMR) have released a formal position paper on CBCT in patient care.

Professional Guidelines

For a technology such as CBCT to become a standard of care in dentistry, guidelines for its use and application in patient care must be established by the organisational bodies of those disciplines in dentistry who employ the technology to treat patients. In dentistry, the dental practitioners most involved in the use and application of CBCT in patient care include general dentists, oral and maxillofacial surgeons, endodontists, oral and maxillofacial radiologists, orthodontists, and periodontists.

The American Dental Association has over 180,000 licensed dentists representing approximately 75 % of dentists in the USA. The American Dental Association published an advisory statement article in its principal journal, The Journal of the American Dental Association, in August 2012. The article discusses the many positive aspects of CBCT, but stops short of calling CBCT a new standard of care. Rather, the ADA encourages the dentist to use CBCT “selectively, as an adjunct to conventional radiography.” The ADA further encourages the value and presence of CBCT by including CBCT-related courses at its annual meetings and continuing education courses during the year.

The American Association of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery (AAOMS) has over 9,000 members representing approximately 95 % of oral and maxillofacial surgeons practicing in the US. Literature addressing the application of CBCT in oral and maxillofacial surgery has been around since 2007. The AAOMS has offered continuing education in the use and application of CBCT for a technology since 2011. The AAOMS has worked with the IAC to develop guidelines and accredited Radiologists (AAOMR) have released a formal position paper on CBCT. This paper makes many important points, such as limiting the field of vision to minimise radiation exposure and increase resolution, careful patient selection in CBCT, and the responsibility of the clinician to interpret the entire image. The position paper goes on to declare the “use of CBCT in endodontics should be limited to the assessment and treatment of complex conditions.”

The then lists nine of these “complex conditions”. In summation, the position paper recognises the value of CBCT as an adjunct to 2D images and “CBCT may provide dose savings over multiple traditional images in complex cases”.

Literature pertaining to CBCT in dentistry dates back to 1998. The AAOMS has offered continuing education relating to CBCT both on its website, through CE events, and at its annual meeting. All seven ADA-approved residencies in Radiology incorporate CBCT education and training into the resident curriculum.

The numerous value of anaesthesia in complex orthodontic cases involving patients with clef lip and palate, impacted teeth, and maxillofacial deformities is widely recognised and discussed in the literature. Review of the AAD’s annual meeting lecture syllabus shows CBCT is a prominent topic for today’s orthodontist. In a recent article in the Journal of Dental Education by Smith et al use of CBCT in orthodontic programmes in the US and Canada was evaluated. This article showed the following: -83 % of orthodontic programmes have access to CBCT, -75 % of programmes report “regular” use of CBCT in patient diagnosis, -Areas of CBCT use focuses on diagnos- is and treatment planning for im- pacted teeth, craniofacial anomalies, TAD placement, TMJ assessment, up- per airway analysis, and maxillofacial development.

Literature discussing CBCT in periodontics first appeared in the AAP journal over a decade ago. The American Association of Period- odontist annual meeting agenda and the Journal of Periodontology demonstrate a heavy influence of CBCT in the field of periodontics. All 51 post-do- toral US periodontal programmes use CBCT in patient care.

The International Congress of Oral Implantology (ICOI), the world’s largest dental implant organisation and provider of dental
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dentistry may not formally declare CBCT is the standard of care for every patient, but these organisations do recognize that CBCT is hav-
ing on the profession.

Educational Institutional Participation

For a technology to be considered a standard of care, those in the profes-
sion must be educated in its applica-
tion in patient care. In US, 56 of the 57 dental schools (98%) have CBCT avail-
able for patient care for pre-doctoral students. Forty-seven (84%) incorpo-
rate CBCT into their pre-doca-
tural curriculum. In a survey per-
formed by the author and others 202 general practices residency (GPR) and advanced education in general den-
tal (AEGD) programs were sur-
veyed regarding use of CBCT by their residents. Eighty-two programme di-
rectors responded to the survey. Of the 92 respondents, 56 (62%) of program directors (PDS) responded affirm-
atively when asked if CBCT was used in patient care by their residents. The au-
thor also surveyed 202 PDs in oral and maxillofacial programs in the US. Fifty-one PDs responded (87%) affirm-
atively when asked if CBCT is used in patient care by their residents. In a phone survey of endodontic residency,
44 of 47 PDs indicated their resi-
dents use CBCT in patient care. All seven ADA approved oral and maxillo-
facial radiology programs use CBCT in patient care. Additionally, all
51 periodontal residency PDs indi-
cated that their residents employ CBCT in patient care. In or-
thodontology, 83% of US-based ortho-
dontic programs use CBCT in pa-
tient care.

Cost and Availability

The cost of CBCT machines today range from US$150,000 to US$250,000 with yearly maintenance fees in the US$2,000 to US$3,000 range. As with any emerging technol-
gy, advances create a secondary mar-
ket for slightly used machines. Each new step forward in technology ren-
dering CBCT radiotherapy only a few years ago slightly out-of-date, despite
its obvious value and its superiority to two dimensional films. As time pro-
gresses and advancement in the qual-
ity and capabilities of the newest ma-
chines demonstrate themselves, the
slightly non-contemporary machine
will represent a significant advance-
ment for the dentistry versus 2D radiog-
raphy, but while not burdening the
dentist with significant cost. This will un-
doubtedly lead to an increase in the
number of dental professionals util-
izing CBCT in their practices. The bottom
line for most practices in regards to CBCT machines is I can afford this for
my practice?

To determine affordability, the
price of the machine (purchase and
maintenance) must be considered as
potential against revenue generated
by the machine. Revenue can be di-
rectly from patients, insurance com-
panies, or from other dentists who
utilize the CBCT machine. A cost-effec-
tive alternative to owning and operat-
ing a CBCT device can be the outsource-
ing of the study to a third party (den-
tal lab or facility) and in outsourcing the
software necessary to employ the im-
ages in treatment planning and diagnosis.

CBCT machines are becoming ubiquitous as more dentists purchase the machines and more third party non-dentist owned imaging centres enter the market. Since more dentists and more patients are ex-
posed to the technology, patient ac-
cceptance may increase, facilitating the
incorporation of CBCT into the main-
stream culture of dentistry. The in-
creasing omnipresence of CBCT tech-
ology will not singularly make it stan-
dard of care, but it will serve to in-
fuse the technology, which in turn will influ-
ence what the public perceives as a
standard of care.

The insurance industry

Reimbursement from major insur-
ance companies and government
programs for CBCT has traditionally
been the last to embrace (i.e. pay for) a new service such as CBCT. Although codes for medical CBCT have traditionally
been around for decades, specific codes for in office CBCTs began to materialize in 2009. Current reimbursement rates for of-
fice CBCTs average around US$300,
providing the study is covered.

By providing dentists with a CPT code, the insurance industry has vali-
dated this new technology and acknowledged its value in treatment planning and diagnosis. As time pro-
gresses, insurance companies may as they have in the past, require CBCT
owner/operators to obtain a certifi-
cation via the IAC or some other regu-
lat ing entity for an owner/operator to qualify for financial reimbursement from any third party payer.

Two of the major malpractice car-
riers of the industry (ICOI, and OMNI-
SIC and MedPro) have influenced the evolution of CBCT as a new standard of care by the advent of CBCT owner/operators commensurate with the level of risk to which the owner/operators are exposed. Were CBCT ship-
ners believed to be of little value or rep-
resent minimal risk these leaders in the dental malpractice industry would not offer such coverage. Addi-
tionally OMNISIC requires the owner/operator to prove CBCT images interpreted by a dental or medical radiologist to minimize risk.

Multispecialty use and recognition

Dentists have nine recognised specialties; four (oral and maxillofa-
cial surgery, endodontics, oral and maxillofacial radiology and orthodon-
tics) and the American Dental Associ-
ation have produced literature to ad-
dress the impact of CBCT in patient care. Of the remaining five specialties, periodontics and prosthodontics
would logically form an appropriate group to produce a position paper on CBCT given their memberships participation in
dental implant treatment of patients. Pediatric dentistry may soon provide
a position paper once the long-term studies have been done to assess the
risk versus benefits analysis with re-
spect to the overall radiation dose and its effect on the paediatric popula-
tion. The specialty of dental public
health is unlikely to weigh on the mat-
ter.

The value CBCT has in diagnosis and treatment of patients is wide-
spread and recognised by medical dis-
ciplines such as plastic and recon-
structive surgery, ENT, Craniofacial/ 
CLF surgeons, and OMFS trauma surgeons. These medical disciplines recognize the study’s three-
dimensional detail CBCT provides and assist doctors in the treatment planning and diagnosis of their pa-
tients. Such widespread and multidis-
ciplinary application of CBCT imaging contributes to CBCT becoming a new standard of care.

CBCT in the dental culture

Many in the dental profession ac-
knowledge the benefit of 3D imaging to patients and doctors. There is little dispute that CBCT provides superior representation of the anatomy verses 2-D plain films. Quality of product ac-
knowledge, at least four aspects of CBCT must work their way through
the dental culture before CBCT be-
comes a standard of care. cost, avail-
ability, legal, and patient expectations. Two of these aspects (cost and avail-
ability) will more likely than not be de-
termined by the invisible hand of the market as the Keynesian laws of sup-
ply and demand move the dental in-
dustry to provide the best possible service at a price patients and insur-
ance companies are willing to pay. The
third (legal) will be slowly determined in the court systems as attorneys and
experts begin to rely more on CBCT in support of their clients’ cases.

Patient expectations are difficult
accurately ascertain. We know pa-
tients expect our practices to be tem-
temporary. Buying the latest and greatest machine for your practice may not be wise if cost exceeds bene-
fits both clinically and financially. As CBCT becomes widely accepted and expected by our patients due to ag-
gressive marketing or clinical rele-
ance, incorporating the technology into one’s practice may not be entirely
necessary but prudent as in the profes-
sion who possess the technol-
ogy appear to be more contemporary and advanced in their patient care.

There are many questions yet to be answered definitively regarding CBCT:

1. Who is responsible (and liable) for interpreting the images?
2. Is an entire field of view interpreta-
tion necessary or simply the parti-
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* Dr Lee M Whiteheads is an oral surgeon from Dunwoody near Atlanta in the US.
"It is unacceptable to neglect severe oral diseases"

An interview with Barts and The London School of Medicine and Dentistry Professor Wagner Marcenes, London.

In a report, researchers of the Global Burden of Diseases, Injuries, and Risk Factors Study have recently shed light on the global dimensions of severe periodontitis, which now affects over 700 million people worldwide. This study is a major effort involving more than 1,000 scientists to systematically produce comparable estimates of the burden of 291 diseases and injuries and their associated 1,160 sequelae in 1990, 1995, 2005 and 2010. Dental Tribune UK had the opportunity to speak with lead author Prof. Wagner Marcenes from Barts and The London School of Medicine and Dentistry in London about the findings and why they are a cause for concern.

Dental Tribune: Prof. Marcenes, the prevalence of severe periodontitis on a global scale has not increased significantly in the last two decades, according to your report. Why are the numbers worrying nevertheless?

Prof. Wagner Marcenes: Having more than 700 million people suffering from severe periodontitis is really worrying. Although the proportion remained the same in 1990 and 2010, the number of people needing periodontal treatment has increased dramatically. This is because worldwide more than one in ten people suffer from severe periodontitis and the world population grew from 5.3 billion in 1990 to 6.9 billion in 2003. Moreover, severe periodontitis tends to develop during adulthood, showing a steep increase between the third and fourth decades of life. With more people living longer and retaining their teeth for life, the risk of developing severe oral health-related problems, particularly periodontitis, may at least double.

How do the results compare to the situation prior to the surveyed period?

We have updated the data from the first Global Burden of Disease (GBD) study and generated comparable figures in 1990 and 2010. Therefore, we were able to compare the current and the previous situation to our survey in 2010. Since the study is unique, we do not have global data before the first GBD study. However, we know that oral diseases have decreased significantly in most industrialised countries, such as the UK and the US, in the last five decades.

Severe periodontitis appears to be most prevalent in South America and sub-Saharan Africa. What could be the reasons for that?

In your report, you mention how difficult it is to determine disease prevalence owing to different classification systems. Is your representation of the situation therefore a realistic one?

I am confident our report provides a realistic, comprehensive assessment of the global burden of severe periodontitis. After much consideration, we used a Community Periodontal Index of Treatment Needs score of 4, a clinical attachment loss of greater than 6 millimetres or a pocket depth of more than 5 millimetres as indicators of periodontitis. We used the measurements adopted by the World Health Organization, which are considered by most as the most reliable indicators of severe periodontitis. We endeavoured to reflect the measures adopted by the larger community of public health dentistry.

The choice of including only severe periodontitis and not less severe forms of periodontal disease, such as mild or moderate periodontitis and gingivitis, was because of their low impact (disability weight) on quality of life. Since periodontitis tends to progress from mild to severe if untreated, our numbers reflect only the tip of the iceberg, indicating the seriousness of the challenge to health professionals.

Why is the situation so little addressed by the dental community?

Prof. Wagner Marcenes

“With more people living longer and retaining their teeth for life, the risk of developing severe oral health-related problems, particularly periodontitis, will be high.”
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Cost-benefit and affordability of dental implant restorations

By Prof. Hugo de Bruyn, Belgium

Nowadays, dental implants are well established in daily practice and are well known and accepted by the public. They allow anchorage of removable and fixed dental prostheses in a predictable way. The efforts of scientists in collaboration with the implant industry have led to continuous improvement in clinical outcomes owing to the modification of implant surfaces, implant design and prosthetic connections. Together with a better understanding of biology, these developments yield fewer implant failures despite the usage of implants in compromised or at-risk patients.

In their consensus reports, the European Association for Osseointegra tion stressed the need for additional research in the field of patient-centred treatment outcomes, including the economic impact of implant restorative treatments. Patient-centred outcomes consider a number of parameters that are not always objectively measurable, in contrast to implant survival, bone loss, peri-implant health and incidence of complication, for example. Patient-centred outcomes variables include patient satisfaction with a given treatment, improved masticatory ability and aesthetics, the absence of speech problems and the subjective evaluation of oral health-related quality of life.

In light of a growing interest in health economics, greater attention is also being given to the cost-benefit of tooth replacements. In economics, cost-benefit analysis compares the cost of making a product or delivering a service to the direct benefit to the individual or the society, including the revenue the product or service will generate in the long term. Applied to dental or medical care, this analysis would have to consider resource expenditure relative to potential medical benefits, such as longer survival, reduced pain or mortality, and greater comfort. Such an analysis would seek to determine the best choice considering limited resources and would weigh the possibility of undesirable outcomes and side-effects against the potential of a positive treatment outcome.

A cost-benefit analysis would consider these aspects together with the costs involved in terms of chair time, patient-related time, handling complications, and satisfying patients’ expectations and preferences. It has become a part of the process of determining necessity in delivery of qualitative care and it helps the patient to the correct decision-making. In dental science, these aspects are largely uncovered.

In the context of implant treatment, it is well established that edentulousness and missing teeth are a common feature in many diseases. They influence oral function and aesthetics, as well as satisfaction, self-esteem, body image and quality of life. Consequently, improving the retention of a denture by fixation on to two to four implants or the fixation of a fixed complete dental prosthesis on to four to six implants has a tremendous effect on oral health-related quality of life. However, adaptation to tooth loss varies individually and many patients cope very well with fewer teeth and do not always desire replacements, let alone dental implants.

In Europe, the demand for tooth replacement is increasingly based upon normative and theoretical grounds and not always on patient-specific assessment. Clinicians are often stuck in dogmatic, non-evidence-based thinking. Often, they impose their personal view concerning the suggested treatment option. Some examples to illustrate this are favouring long implants and bone grafting instead of short implants, believing that the more implants the better, favouring overdentures on connected implants, believing that ceramics are better than acrylic teeth, and regarding aesthetics as being of sole importance.

Long-term clinical studies demonstrate that a single implant is the best option for a missing tooth. It has a greater initial cost, but has a survival rate of above 95% and can be considered more cost-effective than a three-unit conventional bridge. Studies have also found that implant-retained overdentures are worth the price given the increase in quality of life and treatment satisfaction. Furthermore, when patients’ resources are limited, the two-implant solution is a better option from a cost-benefit perspective than a fixed dental prosthesis on four to six implants.

Unfortunately, patients’ financial situation imposes a significant barrier to treatment choice. Although dental implants have become a mass product, and the price does not reflect normal economic trends in price reduction. On the contrary, prices have increased with the high-tech evolution of 3-D radiographic analysis, the use of stereolithographic guided surgery, the need for individualised aesthetics, and the increased use of additional regenerative procedures have all added to the cost.

Although these techniques offer the ability to facilitate surgery and enhance aesthetics, the cost aspect is still dominant. This is why insurance companies and healthcare providers do not cover implants.

One can question whether this does not lead to exclusive treatments for the happy few. In Europe alone, every year close to one million patients become completely edentulous. It is unlikely that they can afford dental implants. Research in Austria has found that the average person considers implants too expensive and blames the dentist for the high price. Additionally, 59% of the patients expected a lifetime longevity. A previous study showed that 23% of the patients would not opt for implants at all. Another study assessing treatment advice given after tooth extraction by Flemish general dentists in Ghent demonstrated that re-placement was not recommended in 42% of cases. Of the remaining cases, 54% opted for a removable appliance and only one-fifth received advice for a single implant crown. It appeared that highly educated patients were more likely to receive a single implant, probably on grounds of financial affordability. Hence, despite evidence that a single implant is the best, cost-effective way to replace a missing tooth, it is seldom advised. It is obvious that other patients’ and clinicians’ arguments prevail in the decision-making process.

Given the current economic situation, dental health care expenditure will probably slow down or even be reduced. With budget cuts and savings demanded necessary in the EU for the coming decades, an insecure situation or the perception thereof by many patients will require difficult choices. In many countries, national health or private insurance seldom reimburses patients for implant prostheses, leading to large groups of patients requiring replacements but being without the means to pay for them. The remaining patients can afford dental implants, but have high and often unrealistic expectations regarding the device and are very critical.

It is a challenge for clinicians to deal with these economic factors and offer good treatment to as many patients as possible. The clinician should advise the patient which treatment option is preferable based on individual risk assessment, but the patient’s preferences, including financial affordability, and the long-term cost-benefit aspects are gaining importance and cannot be neglected.
Infection control in an era of emerging infectious diseases

By Eve Cuny, USA

More than three decades have passed since the emergence of human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) as a global pandemic. More than any other infection, it is possible to single out HIV as the primary stimulus for changing infection control practices in dentistry. Prior to the mid-1980s, it was uncommon for dentists and allied professionals to wear gloves during routine dental procedures. Many dental clinics did not use heat sterilization, and disinfection of surfaces was limited to a cursory wipe with an alcohol-soaked gauze sponge. Today, many take safe dental care for granted, but there is still reason to remain vigilant in ensuring an infection-free environment for providers and patients. HIV has fortunately proven to be easily controlled in a clinical environment using the same precautions as those effective for preventing the transmission of HBV and hepatitis C virus. These standard precautions include the use of personal protective attire, such as gloves, surgical masks, gowns and protective eye-wear; in combination with surface cleaning and disinfection, instrument sterilization, hand hygiene, immunizations and other basic infection control precautions. Sporadic reports of transmission of blood-borne diseases associated with dental care continue, but are most often linked to breaches in the practice of standard precautions.

Emerging and re-emerging infectious diseases present a real challenge to all health care providers. Three of the more than 50 emerging and re-emerging infectious diseases identified by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and the World Health Organization (WHO) include Ebola virus disease (EVD), pandemic influenza and severe acute respiratory syndrome. These previously rare or unidentified infectious diseases burst into the headlines in the past several years when they exhibited novel and uncharacteristic transmission patterns.

Concern about emerging infectious diseases arises for several reasons. When faced with a particularly deadly infectious disease such as EVD, which can be spread through contact with an ill patient’s body fluids, health care workers are naturally concerned about how to protect themselves if an ill patient presents to the dental clinic. With diseases such as pandemic influenza and severe acute respiratory syndrome, which may be spread via inhalation of aerosolized respiratory fluids when a patient coughs or sneezes, the concern is whether standard precautions will be adequate.

In addition to standard precautions, treating patients with these diseases requires the use of transmission-based precautions. These encompass what are referred to as contact, droplet and airborne precautions for diseases with those specific routes of transmission. Transmission-based precautions may include patient isolation, placing a surgical mask on the patient when he or she is around other people, additional protective attire for care providers, and in some cases the use of respirators and negative air pressure in a treatment room. In most cases, patients who are contagious for infections requiring droplet or airborne precautions should not be treated in a traditional dental clinic setting.

Updating a patient’s medical history at each visit will assist dental health professionals in identifying patients who are symptomatic for infectious diseases. Patients with respiratory symptoms, including productive cough and fever, should have their dental treatment delayed until they are no longer symptomatic. Additionally, health care professionals who are symptomatic should refrain from coming to work until they have been free of fever without taking fever-reducing medication for 24 hours.

In most cases, a patient with symptoms as severe as those experienced with EVD will not present for dental care and therefore extraordinary screening and protection protocols are not recommended. If a patient is suspected of having a highly contagious disease, he or she should be referred to a physician, hospital or public health clinic.

Dental professionals should take action to remain healthy by being vaccinated according to accepted public health guidelines, understanding that the recommendations may differ according to country of residence. Performing hand hygiene procedures at the beginning of the day, before placing and after removing gloves, changing gloves for each patient, wearing a clean mask and gown or laboratory coat, and wearing protective eyewear are all positive actions that help prevent occupational infections. In addition, cleaning and heat sterilization of all instruments and disinfection of clinical surfaces ensure a safe environment for patients. There is solid evidence that dental care is safe for patients and providers when standard precautions are followed, but patients and dental health care workers are placed at risk when precautions are compromised and breaches occur.

Eve Cuny is an associate professor at the Arthur A. Dugoni School of Dentistry at the University of the Pacific in San Francisco in California in the US. She is also a consultant to the American Dental Association’s Council on Scientific Affairs and expert reviewer for the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.
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Innovations with lasers could lead regenerative dentistry
Praveen R. Arany, USA

With the upcoming year, 2015, being designated as the year of light, the acknowledgment for the key role of light in multitude areas of our very existence and more specifically in areas of human health are being widely promulgated.1 Many references to the beneficial effects of light and specifically sunlight are replete in the literature across ancient civilisations.

Notably, the ability of concentrated light radiation in the management of Lupus vulgaris by Niels Ryberg Finen received the Nobel Prize in Medicine and Physiology in 1903.2 The all pervasive nature of opto-electronics in our current society is readily evident such as the simplest supermarket laser scanners and optical communications to precision medical lasers and more recent laser weapon systems. This is also perhaps best highlighted by this year’s Nobel Prize in Physics to the inventors of the blue light emitting diodes (LEDs), a simple invention with profound impact on our current society.3

Clinical laser application

Dentistry has historically been a leading clinical specialty in adoption of new technologies. Light has been a central part of clinical dentistry from evolutions of operating lights and fibre optic illuminations to light cured restorations and more recently, optical imaging. Although lasers were commercially available since 1960’s, the first dental laser for hard tissue applications was approved by the USFDA in 1997. Adoption for high power soft tissue applications has always been popular in many medical fields such as surgery, oncology, dermatology and ophthalmology.

First discoveries

Following the invention of this exciting new tool, early biological concerns focused around the safety of this new device with natural comparisons being drawn to ionizing forms of electromagnetic radiation. Among the early pioneering studies, Andre Mester reported a peculiar phenomenon—high doses destroyed tissue in a precise and predictable manner but very low doses produced a startling improvement in wound healing and promoted hair growth.4 This was a surprising discovery on many accounts.

While high energy electromagnetic radiation, such as Gamma, X-rays and Ultraviolet, were able to activate significant linear energy transfer generating biological damage (nucleic acid strand breaks), the effects of visible (and later infrared) lasers did not appear to fall within these routine biological responses (Fig. 1). With much excitement, these initial observations spurred many investigations for the use of low powered lasers and other light devices (LEDs), a simple invention with profound impact on our current society.4
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Study 2: Dentin regeneration

Having noted the effects of low power lasers on promoting oral mucosal wound healing in the prior study, we extended our clinical applications to dentin regeneration where TGF-β1 has been shown to play a pivotal role in dentin physiology.20-22 We noted the ability of low power lasers to promote dentin regeneration using human dental stem cells. To validate these observations, rodent pre-odontoblasts (MDPC-23) cells grown in a polymeric scaffold, simulating a 3D niche were treated with low power lasers.

Laser treatments were able to induce dentin differentiation as evident by increased dentin-specific matrix deposition and mineralisation. To confirm the role of TGF-β1 in vivo, transgenic mice with lack of TGF-β1 receptor in all cells capable of inducing dentin (utilising a Dentin Sialophosphoprotein specific transgene) were generated. Experiments in these mice did not demonstrate any significant dentin induction following laser treatment validating the critical role of TGF-β activation in mediating its effects.

Previous studies have shown the therapeutic benefits of supplementing exogenous (recombinant) TGF-β for reparative dentin, this study suggests the use of low power lasers can activate endogenous latent TGF-β1, present naturally in the pulp-dentin complex to drive differentiation of resident dental stem cells (Fig. 2). Thus, this therapy can utilise the inherent reparative responses naturally present in native tissues.

Clinical Applications of Laser-Dentin induction

These observations have potent clinical implications where dentin would need to be therapeutically generated. The two directly relevant clinical scenarios are for pulp capping following deep carious lesions and for dentin de-sensitization. In the former case, removal of decayed or damaged tooth structure approximating the pulp (close to or clear exposure) that require the use of pulp capping agents (such as Calcium hydroxide) could be potentially re- placed with low power laser treatments.

In the second scenario the use of low power laser treatments on exposed dentinal tubules could potentially generate an intrinsic dentin barrier that would relieve tooth sensitivity. This would be more effective than our current approach to extrinsically occlude exposed tubules modes.

The two major limitations of the current study were that we noted calcifications interspersed throughout the pulp chamber, spatially distinct from the laser-biological tissue interface. We believe this is perhaps a combination of the inherent near infrared laser wavelength that readily permeates through biological tissue as well as the soluble nature of the activated molecules. This could be potentially addressed by better optical focusing techniques and use of specific reagents that absorb the radiant energy and spatially restrict the biological interface.

A second limitation in this study was the observation that laser-generated dentin was a tertiary or reparative form that lacks pristine tubular structure. It appears that additional cues both biophysical (architecture) and biochemical (soluble, organizational), are likely necessary to promote morpho-differentiation of the newly induced dentin.

In attempts to further explore these molecular mechanisms, we have more recently extended developed a polymeric scaffold system with precise morphogen profiles.23 Using this model, we were able to extend our observations with dental stem cells and laser-activated TGF-β1 mediated dentin differentiation to mesenchymal stem cells suggesting this approach could have significant potential with other stem cell types as well.

Conclusion

Both ROS and TGF-β1 are central biological mediators in a wide range of biological responses.24-26 The ability to selectively activate them in a spatio-temporally defined manner in vivo using low power lasers provides a significant clinical tool for various therapeutic interventions.

Questions on precise wavelengths, clinical protocol (delivery and dose range) and context of the pathophysiological response are all critical issues that need to be explored rigorously to enable further effective clinical translation of this therapy.24,25 Further, the ability to effectively move this therapy into mainstream clinical dentistry will require more basic research, development of robust clinical standards and education at various levels (basic dental training and continued education) (Fig. 3).

In the current era of personalised medicine and strategies to utilise sophisticated technologies and pharmacological agents to individualise health care, the significant promise of lasers in clinical dentistry may indeed be the leading, pivotal technology that ushered into the new era of regenerative dentistry.
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VATECH GOES GREEN CT

Dedicated to develop products that are beneficial for human health and the environment, dental manufacturer Vatech has been developing a sustainable manufacturing process that the it says reduces waste and pollution. Branded Green Innovation, the company has been designing and manufacturing equipment that are “low dose and low radiation”.

After the successful market launch of the PaX-i3D Green in the US, devices are now manufactured and distributed under the Green CT brand. Along with this, Vatech is now introducing a new product range under the motto “low dose but with superior image quality”.

With just 14.8um pixels, the intraoral sensor EzSensor Soft comes with a bendable & soft exterior that allows clinicians to achieve an accurate diagnosis of interproximal caries, for example, through improved positioning. Damage caused by commonly used rigid sensors can be reduced this way. Isometric imaging allows for less image distortion.

Supporting the entire oral surgery process, the user intuitive Ez3D software with the [3D PAN] tab makes everything “Quick” and “Smart”. According to Vatech, Ez3D enables lingual-side diagnosis using volume panoramic programmes and supports effective exact location of a lesion in endodontic treatment whether it’s near the apical area or not. It also offers various modes to determine the exact bone density.

Only one click is needed for a region-of-interest (ROI) diagnosis, according to the company. Cross-sectional images take one second. With 3D Pan, implant simulation, even involving multiple implants, can be conducted.

With iCleaner, Vatech also offers a disinfection & packaging machine with the [3D PAN] tab makes everything “Quick” and “Smart”. According to Vatech, Ez3D enables lingual-side diagnosis using volume panoramic programmes and supports effective exact location of a lesion in endodontic treatment whether it’s near the apical area or not. It also offers various modes to determine the exact bone density. Only one click is needed for a region-of-interest (ROI) diagnosis, according to the company. Cross-sectional images take one second. With 3D Pan, implant simulation, even involving multiple implants, can be conducted.
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with and a ceramic coating are produced asatraumatically as possible. The high quality standards are also reflected in the Private Label service that BRUX offers to the many companies seeking top high-tech products that are 100 % Made in Italy.

KOHLER LAUNCHES INSTRUMENTS FOR MINIMALLY INVASIVE EXTRACTION

Two new production series will be presented by German dental instruments manufacturer Kohler this year. The TRINOVO profile handle made of PEKK, a high-performance plastic which has been utilised in medical technology for decades, are low-weight and offer stability and excellent resistance to any kind of cleaning and disinfectant products. Boasting an ergonomic design that makes treatment less tiring, TRINOVO handles are reliable and have a long life expectancy, the company said.

Equipped with TRINOVO, the new MINIVALUX BLACK instruments for a Minimally INVASive EXtraction (MINIVALUX) can be used to extract a tooth or root. They also allows to place an implant immediately afterwards, provided that the indications for this procedure are given. In such cases, the extraction should be performed asatraumatically as possible.

According to Kohler, MINIVALUX BLACK instruments are also biocompatible, tissue friendly and anti-allergenic.
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DEI SHOWS SYSTEM FOR PRODUCTION OF CARBON FIBRE PROSTHETIC STRUCTURES

Nowadays, carbon fibres are used in many industries, particularly in those where there is the need to have maximum performance with reduced weight. Owing to these characteristics carbon fibres also represent a new era in prosthetics. The creation of precise prosthetic structures, without retractions or expansions, strong and lightweight, and that could be carried out quickly in any dental laboratory without the aid of any space equipment, intelligent software, and external organizations, it was an aspect that many felt the lack.

With Dream Frame, the Italian manufacturer DEI wants to support dental technicians and to dentists in their work by offering high technology that offers great benefits, practicality and spare even costs.

A new dimension for manufacturing implant prosthetic structures. The ultra-light frame in carbon fibre reduces weight. Owing to its strength, mechanics stability and micro-mechanical elasticity (shock absorption), Dream Frame provides an important option for dentists and to dentists in their work by offering high technology that offers great benefits, practicality and spare even costs.

The flexural strength of the fibre exceeds 250 GPa, which is significantly larger when compared to the initial surface structure. After the pre-polishing step reduces all surface defects and prepares it for the final polishing while the second step brings high shine to any composite surface, according to the company. Since only two polishers for all composite surfaces have to be applied, the polishing process is simplified and shortened considerably.

In addition to the special shape, the employed diamond abrasive leads to high shine surfaces under short application times. The applicability on all common composites and the high efficiency are other features of this innovative polishing system.

Key characteristic of Diacomp Plus TWIST is the maintenance of the initial surface structure. After the modellation of the composite surface with a metal instrument, the polishing process with the flexible spirals does barely alter the created structure. Dentists also appreciate the excellent durability of the polishing system. Even multiple sterilization cycles do not alter the effectiveness of Diacomp Plus TWIST, the company said.

EVE ERNST VETTER, DENMARK
www.xo-care.com
Hall 10.2 Booth T008

Prior and after the performance the audience is invited to relax in the XO Lounge next to the “classroom” and maybe have a look at the new equipment and instrument solution from XO.

With the XO DENTAL DIALOGUE, the manufacturer aims to create a setting that will involve the audience in the dialogue, thereby also enhancing the possibilities for continuous product improvements, and open innovation.

According to XO Care, the event will start with a brief introduction to value creation in dentistry. Next, the audience is asked to rank the importance of the presented issues in relation to their own experience. During the following minutes, the two top issues are treated more in depth, in a dialogue between a reference dentist and the manufacturer.

EVE'S NEW POLISHER GENERATION OFFERS ONE SHAPE BUT MULTIPLE POSSIBILITIES

The first product line of a new polisher generation, Diacomp Plus TWIST from German manufacturer EVE offers various application benefits for an even easier polishing of all composite restorations. It comes in an innovative shape with flexible polishing spirals and is applied in two steps that have been adapted to each other for excellent polishing results.

The pre-polishing step reduces all surface defects and prepares it for the final polishing while the second step brings high shine to any composite surface, according to the company. Since only two polishers for all composite surfaces have to be applied, the polishing process is simplified and shortened considerably.

In addition to the special shape, the employed diamond abrasive leads to high shine surfaces under short application times. The applicability on all common composites and the high efficiency are other features of this innovative polishing system.

Key characteristic of Diacomp Plus is the unique flexibility. The polishing spirals adapt to any type of surface structure which makes it possible to polish all tooth surfaces equally well with just one shape. Even the polishing of the occlusion is considerably simplified, according to EVE.

For more flexibility, the Diacomp Plus TWIST are available in both diameters 10 mm and 14 mm.

An additional advantage that comes with the application of Diacomp Plus TWIST is the maintenance of the initial surface structure. After the modellation of the composite surface with a metal instrument, the polishing process with the flexible spirals does barely alter the created structure. Dentists also appreciate the excellent durability of the polishing system. Even multiple sterilization cycles do not alter the effectiveness of Diacomp Plus TWIST, the company said.

EVE ERNST VETTER, DENMARK
www.xo-care.com
Hall 10.2 Booth T008
In an effort to address the time constraints dentists face in their daily practices routine, Swiss medical technology company Bien-Air Dental has announced that it will launch, one of the industry’s most powerful turbines at IDS 2015. By facilitating faster dental procedures, the Tornado is aimed to have the most positive impact on the efficiency and profitability of dental clinics around the world. Quiet and powerful, it will be the perfect time-saving option for forward-thinking practices, according to the company.

Owing to a series of proprietary technologies, the Tornado delivers an outstanding power output of 30 Watts, which can be considered as one of the best in the industry.

"The Tornado sets a new benchmark in this category," says Marco Gallina, Vice President of Marketing and Product Management for Bien-Air Dental. "It addresses the number one concern of the dentist, which is lack of time, while promising users one of the best in the industry.

Operating at a sound level of 55 decibel, the Tornado skillfully combines performance with exceptional comfort for clinician and the patient. It comes with a number of new features such as a revamped spray/illumination system and an improved bur-locking mechanism.

“These innovations are supposed to complement some of our long term proven technologies,” Gallina points out. “In order to guarantee superior durability, the Tornado is fitted with custom-designed ceramic ball bearings that are able of handling even the highest speed and heaviest loads.”

In addition to the launch at Cologne International Dental Show (IDS) in March 2015, the Tornado will be available in June in all countries where Bien-Air products are traded.

**BIEN-AIR, SWITZERLAND**

www.bienair.com

Hall 10.1 Booth H050

---

The implant system by Italian manufacturer Implant Technology System provides customers with a variety of solutions that are able to satisfy all surgical and prosthetic variables required by dental professionals.

Their implant system can be configured with internal connection, external and conical connections. While the international connection provides for a better cosmetic result and improved stabilisation of the prosthetic abutment on individual elements as well as in aesthetic areas, the external connection is a simple and intuitive solution for multiple and total rehabilitations.

The real gem in the crown of the ITS implant prostheses range is the conical coupling with which clinicians achieve a prosthetic connection sealed from bacteria and with absolutely no micro movements.

All ITS system implants are also available with anatomical, cylindrical and trunk conical morphologies.

Implant Technology System says to provide its customers with a fast and flexible service. Ordered goods are usually delivered within 24 hours. The company also provides its partners and its customers with a technical advisory services as well as commercial pre- and post-sales service that support them from both the clinical side as well as technological issues and logistics.

**ITS—A FULL-RANGE DENTAL IMPLANT SYSTEM**

---

Techole from Isasan is an empty post ready to be both filled by your composite and distribute it evenly from the bottom into the canal reducing no air bubbles and weakness points. According to the manufacturer Isasan, it is also at least 20% more resistant than standard posts.

Techole is available in small sizes only to avoid any interfering with the root canal preparation, and with the composite properties you are accustomed to, but also improving them by absorbing every not due stress.

Techole are easy to use the post with the connector (preassembled) to the composite mixing cannula system, inject composite up to flow over the surface and build up.

Composite free chase, Rx opacity, gamma rays sterilized available both carbon and silica fiber.

**ISASAN, ITALY**

www.isasan.com

Hall 2.1 Booth B018
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The implant system by Italian manufacturer Implant Technology System provides customers with a variety of solutions that are able to satisfy all surgical and prosthetic variables required by dental professionals.

Their implant system can be configured with internal connection, external and conical connections. While the international connection provides for a better cosmetic result and improved stabilisation of the prosthetic abutment on individual elements as well as in aesthetic areas, the external connection is a simple and intuitive solution for multiple and total rehabilitations.

The real gem in the crown of the ITS implant prostheses range is the conical coupling with which clinicians achieve a prosthetic connection sealed from bacteria and with absolutely no micro movements.

All ITS system implants are also available with anatomical, cylindrical and trunk conical morphologies.

Implant Technology System says to provide its customers with a fast and flexible service. Ordered goods are usually delivered within 24 hours. The company also provides its partners and its customers with a technical advisory services as well as commercial pre- and post-sales service that support them from both the clinical side as well as technological issues and logistics.

**ITS—A FULL-RANGE DENTAL IMPLANT SYSTEM**

---

Techole from Isasan is an empty post ready to be both filled by your composite and distribute it evenly from the bottom into the canal reducing no air bubbles and weakness points. According to the manufacturer Isasan, it is also at least 20% more resistant than standard posts.

Techole is available in small sizes only to avoid any interfering with the root canal preparation, and with the composite properties you are accustomed to, but also improving them by absorbing every not due stress.

Techole are easy to use the post with the connector (preassembled) to the composite mixing cannula system, inject composite up to flow over the surface and build up.

Composite free chase, Rx opacity, gamma rays sterilized available both carbon and silica fiber.

**ISASAN, ITALY**

www.isasan.com

Hall 2.1 Booth B018
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Innovation, competitiveness, reliability, the future of regeneration is here. Are you curious about us? Invest in change. Become our partner. We invite you to contact us for set an appointment with our export-manager at BOOTH: E048 F049 / HALL: 03.2

**UBGEN srl - Padua Italy**

+39 049 628630 / info@ubgen.com / ubgen.com

**NEW COMPANY LAUNCH AT IDS 2015**
Advancing Dentistry with Stratasys 3-D Printing

An interview with Avi Cohen, Director of Global Dental for 3-D Printing Pioneer, Stratasys Ltd.

What are the main demands from dental and orthodontic labs and how have these demands changed in recent years?

The dental industry is, by its very nature, fast-paced and requires rapid turnaround. When patient care is directly affected by a technology, technicians will always look for innovations that can reduce time while improving quality and precision.

Dental technicians traditionally rely on steady hands and expert eyes to prepare crowns, bridges, etc., however, the traditional manual process is labor and time-consuming, subject to human errors and requires materials that do not typically provide the best durability or aesthetic appearance. By using 3-D printing, dentists are able to reduce the time it takes to produce a dental mold and accelerate treatment time, crucially having a direct and positive impact on patient care.

Using Stratasys PolyJet technology, featured in our Dental Series of 3D printers, laboratories can print in ultra-fine 16 micron layers, dramatically increasing precision in comparison to traditional dental mold making. This avoids the need for patients to return to dental labs for corrective procedures and saves dentists both time and money.

Precision is always paramount in the dental industry and this remains a primary demand. In recent years, dental professionals have started to appreciate that digital dentistry is the new face of the industry. It is no longer a question ‘if’ they should implement it, but ‘when’.

Are you seeing more dental and orthodontics labs move to digital dentistry? What do you think the reasons are for this?

With the cost of laboratory work becoming a major factor in dental restoration planning and therapy, we are seeing an increase in the adoption of digital dentistry by dental labs. With an increased range of high-performance integral scanners and associated software now available on the market, more and more dental labs of all sizes are exploring and installing the level of technology that suits their company’s size and budget.

Most notably, this year we have seen an explosion of devices dedicated to digital imaging, impressioning and CAD/CAM fabrication of restorations—both chairside and in the lab. With the roll out of new systems, materials and capabilities over the coming year, many believe that more dentists will begin to see the technology as a viable alternative for their practices.

Forward-thinking dental and orthodontic labs are continually considering to improve their processes, reduce lengthy milling time and stay ahead of the competition. Engineers to meet the demanding production needs of mid-size dental labs and mid-to-large-size orthodontic labs, our newly launched Objet Eden260V Dental Advantage outperforms Stratasys’ popular Objet Eden260V Dental Advantage platform with new capabilities.

With labour costs as the main expense for dental and orthodontic labs, the Eden260V Dental Advantage addresses this by a greater level of automation. Printing is done in a click of a button and thanks to the water soluble support, cleaning of models is a fully automated process. A single lab technician can design, print and have all models cleaned with no further process required. The reduced cost per model has a knock-on effect to the labour cost.

By combining oral scanning, CAD/CAM design and 3-D printing, dental labs can accurately and rapidly produce crowns, bridges, stone models and a range of orthodontic appliances. With a 3-D printer doing the hard work, dental labs eliminate the bottleneck of manual modelling.

We might look back at this year as the moment that dental laboratories passed the point of no return from a traditional manual workflow toward an all-digital design and manufacturing process. In many respects, digital dentistry is already here, with a growing number of laboratory owners incorporating it in some form into their strategic business models.

Thank you very much. 

UBGEN PRESENTS A STEP FORWARD IN REGENERATION

Over the next 20 years, regenerative techniques will possibly allow us to grow lost tissue and organs of humans. Considered unreachable in many areas until now, the prospects for regeneration looks promising than ever before. Clinicians look forward to what can be achieved in the years to come.

In addition, it analyses perpetually what is published in international literature and actively promotes clinical experimentation and trials. This all adds to greater reliability and better predictability for the clinician, thus providing the best possible solution for the patient, the company said.

UBGEN, ITALY
www.ubgen.com
Hall 3.2 Booth E048
Useful information and travel tips

Organisers
Gesellschaft zur Förderung der Dental-Industrie, the commercial enterprise of the Association of German Dental Manufacturers (VDDI)

koelnmesse

Exhibition opening hours
Daily from 9:00 to 18:00

Admission online
1-day ticket: € 13.00
2-day ticket: € 17.00
Season ticket: € 21.00
1-day ticket for students/special ticket for children accompanied by adults: € 7.50

Admission on site
1-day ticket: € 17.00
2-day ticket: € 21.50
Season ticket: € 27.00
1-day ticket for students/special ticket for children accompanied by adults: € 8.50

IDS app
With an offline search, interactive hall plan, personal checklist and other interesting information regarding IDS 2015, the IDS app allows visitors to plan their trip at any time and from anywhere, according to Koelnmesse. Other services include a product database, information about the fairground, as well as integrated access to Business Matching 365, a service that aims to bring visitors and exhibitors together even before the show. The app is free and can be downloaded from the iTunes Store and Google Play.

Press and media
Free copies of the today international daily show newspaper will be distributed on site and provide visitors with the latest from IDS 2015, new products and things to do in Cologne. Daily news updates, photographs and videos in English will also be available online at www.dental-tribune.com.

Passport and Visa
Owing to the Schengen regulations, nationals from a country of the European Union do not require a visa to enter the Federal Republic of Germany. All other foreigners require a visa for stays in the country. A visa is not required for semi-annual visits of up to 90 days for nationals of those countries for which the European Union has abolished the visa requirement. A current list is available on the website of the Federal Foreign Office at www.aussenwartsgamt.de/en/.

How to get to Cologne
Cologne Bonn airport is served by most European and international airlines. With more than nine million passengers per year, it currently ranks number six in a nationwide comparison of passenger statistics. As official airline of IDS 2015, Lufthansa is offering visitors reduced rates for flights from over 250 cities in around 100 countries to the airports in Cologne, Düsseldorf and Frankfurt/Main. In order to make use of the discount, users must visit www.lufthansa.com/meetingsandevents and enter the code “DEZIDTD”.

Visitors planning to travel by train can take advantage of the discount fares offered by Deutsche Bahn (www.bahn.de/de/view/betreiber/aktion/ std/). The express trains regularly depart from the InterCity Express railway station in Terminal 1. With their IDS ticket, exhibitors and visitors can use buses, trains and urban trains on the local public transport network of the Rhine-Sieg Transport Authority (VSG), including the transfer between the Koelnmesse fairground and the airport free of charge.

Banking and currency
As a member of the European Union, Germany uses the euro as legal tender. The exchange rate is about $0.87 to the US dollar (as at 4 February 2015). Credit card usage is still low compared with other European countries and limited to larger department stores, hotels, restaurants and petrol stations. Maestro Cards, however, are accepted almost everywhere, with a few exceptions, like newspaper stands, bakeries and fast-food restaurants, which only accept cash. Banks are open from 8:30 to 16:30 on weekdays.

Medical insurance
Although the German health care system has declined slightly recently, the country still has a high standard of medical care. Emergency treatment, however, can be costly and therefore travel health insurance, which is offered by most insurance companies, is highly recommended.

Weather
While average temperatures in Cologne range from 11 to 2°C (51–35°F), the weather in March can be very unpredictable. As spring starts on 20 March this year, warm clothes and rain gear are necessary when visiting the city.

Links
www.germany.travel/en
www.lonelyplanet.com/germany
www.wikitravel.org/en/Germany
www.cologne-tourism.com
www.nytimes.com/2012/04/01/travel/36-hours-cologne-germany.html
We decode nature.

Integrating solutions in one system. Nature works like this.

In Phibo® we seek perfection. And it is nature that inspires us and teaches us to grow as a whole. Using the most advanced technology we offer an integrated solution that helps you make such perfect dental restorations, it would seem that nature itself made them.

**Simplicity, Beauty, Growth.**

*More info: www.phibo.com*

World exclusive presentation of Phibo® solutions by the most prominent speakers.

- **Dr. Luis Caadrado, MD.** Specialist in Stomatologhy.
- **Dr. Walter Rao, MD, DDS.** Specialist in Odontostomatologhy.
- **Mr. Paolo Ciancio, BDS.** Specialist in maxillofacial surgery.
- **Dr. Daniel Carcamo, MSD.** Advanced Implantology Specialist.
- **Mr. Daniel Carmona** Dental Laboratory Technician.
- **Mr. Antonelli Paolo** Dental Laboratory Technician.
- **Dr. Francisco Teixeira, MSD.** Specialist in advanced surgical techniques.